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NED COOK!
a great big HELLO from

I smell a rat.
When Trixie showed me the Dear John letters
for this issue, I had an inkling I recognised
one of the supplicants. [Yes readers,
'supplicants' is a big word, but the
Management (you know, those women in
high heels on the 42nd floor) gave me a set
of Websters for my birthday, and when I
was using one as a tea-tray it fell off my lap
and onto the floor and flipped open to the
'S' section. That's where I found
'supplicant.' Under 'S.' Of course I had to
wipe the Bolognese sauce off the page first
before I saw it, but that's what they call
synchronicity. Yes, another big word I found
under 'S.' Very handy section, 'S'!]
At any rate, Mr Bing Bing BING as he calls
himself, is definitely up to no good. How
do I know? Because all those radio-jocks
are hacks, and he's been sniffing around
NTBS trying to break into proper
newscasting for years. He probably thinks
that by getting in sweet with Dear John
he's got a shot. (Sheesh, how wrong can
ya get? That fish won't give even me the
time of day!) Probably wants a job on my
Newsflash. MY Newsflash! Well, readers, I
don't think so! Bad enough I have to deal
with the slippery Mr Bondson (who still
won't answer my calls), but I won't be
having a neurotic ex-radio-disc-jockey-hack
on my editorial board. Nosirree, I won't!
Er… unless the Management makes me,
that is. Very persuasive, the Management,
Particularly when they're grinding a high
heel through your boot.
Uh-oh, gotta go. Here comes Trixie, fresh
from her psych appointment and carrying
a cup of hot coffee. It might be time to
duck!
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SPINKLE22’S  STORY:
JOHNNY
Then we smiled and I taught Allie how to
play Snakes and Ladders. He was like my
mom and kept going up snakes and down
ladders by accident, and sometimes I let him
win. It was fun, but then Gordy came home
and Allie ran off with Gordy to play cars and
I said my presentation again.

Security Hazard is a classic example of that
old standby in the television industry – the
clip show (also known as the ‘economy show’).
This is where highlights from previous episodes
are used as filler, and in this case, the episode
is pretty much filled right up with four twelve-
minute segment highlights from, in this order,
End of the Road, Sun Probe, Trapped in the
Sky and Day of Disaster.
However, Security Hazard’s sole saving grace
is the storyline that links these four lengthy
clips together. Short, sweet and unintentionally
hilarious, it tells the story of Chip, an
adventurous youngster with a hankering for
midnight adventure. The bridging story goes
something like this: during a midnight mine
fire, International Rescue arrive and park their
Thunderbirds right next door to Chip’s father’s
house. What more temptation does a boy need
when he can see Thunderbird Two’s enticingly
open and unguarded hatch from his bedroom
window? Chip doesn’t even pause to get out of
his pyjamas before he’s out of the house and
into the hatch, a most unlikely stowaway.
At some point in the recent past, Brains must
have installed a security sensor inside
Thunderbird Two’s pod, but it seems it doesn’t
really work until TB2 lands back on the island.
Just as Virgil is backing into the hangar, Jeff issues
a terse warning for he and Alan to stay put in
the cockpit as an intruder has been detected in
the pod. It would surely have been a bit more
convenient if Virgil and Alan had known this
before they took off, but then it’s not my place
to second-guess International Rescue.
While Virgil and Alan scratch their heads at each
other up in the cockpit, Jeff has armed himself
with a Buck Rogers pistol and megaphone (every
corporate dictator should have one of those
under his desk), and backed up by Scott and
sharp-shootin’ Gordon, demands the intruder
reveal himself. Imagine their surprise when
tow-headed freckle-faced pyjama-clad Chip
pokes his mug around the door!
Now, we know Jeff Tracy can be short-
tempered. We know he can lose his cool at the
drop of a hat. But never before have we seen
him apoplectic with rage! If the display he
unleashes at four of his sons at this moment is
any indication, he would have been one father
you would not want to cross. This is borne out
by the stiff (no pun intended) postures of his
sons as he rants at them, and the fact that all
of them seemed to have fixed their gaze on a

point somewhere over on the far side of the
room. Never look an angry dog in the eyes,
we all know that!
What all the ranting (and the sarcasm that
comes with the ranting is particularly
entertaining) is about is the fact that Virgil,
Alan and Scott left Thunderbird Two
unattended with her doors not only unlocked,
but wide open. Fair enough, I say. Allowing Chip
to stow away represents an enormous breach
in security, and Jeff now has to find some way to
plug the hole. He begins, perhaps somewhat
foolishly, by letting his sons baby-sit Chip while
he racks his brains for an answer. (No, Brains
isn’t in this episode. Except in flashback, that is.)
Virgil takes first watch, and decides that taking
Chip down to see Thunderbird Two is a good
place to start. Uh-uh. Virgil, didn’t you hear
your father tell you that under no
circumstances were you to reveal any secret
information to the boy? Looks like Virgil has
forgotten that, and in an effort to prove TB2 is
the best of the Thunderbirds, tells Chip the
story of Eddie Houseman. Alan arrives twelve
minutes later, apparently rather peeved he has
to now take charge of the kid. His sullenness
shows, but Chip soon cajoles that out of him,
and shortly Alan is showing him Thunderbird
Three and telling him all about the Sun Probe
episode. Twelve minutes after that, Scott
arrives to take over, and ends up sitting Chip in
TB1’s pilot’s seat, telling him about the
Fireflash. It’s starting to sound a bit like a game
of ‘mine is bigger than yours,’ but Chip doesn’t
seem to understand the innuendo. Twelve
minutes later Gordon arrives and takes Chip
down to see Thunderbird Four. Chip exclaims
how small it is, and Gordon agrees that yes, his
is small, but it’s where and how he uses it (on
the Mars Space Probe, of course!) that counts.
Jeff, meanwhile, is blowing his blood pressure
sky-high as he realises that none of his sons has
obeyed him and that Chip has now had a grand
tour of the caverns beneath Tracy Island
without paying an entry fee. More
amusements ensue as Virgil, Scott and Alan
bicker amongst themselves over who is to
blame for the whole debacle, while Gordon
keeps an eagle eye out for their father. This
little display is a delightful glimpse into what
their younger days must have been like, and
provides a very entertaining domestic scene
as they revert to their childhoods. The joke’s
on Jeff however, as shortly afterward his sons
discover him with Chip settled behind his desk,
while he spills his own guts about his role as
commander-in-chief of International Rescue!!
In the end Jeff hatches a plan to get Chip back
home by allowing him to fall asleep, and then
having Scott and Virgil sneak him into his own
bed where he can wake up the next morning
and imagine it was all a dream. Surprisingly, the
ploy works, but then kids in those days were
pretty dumb. I should know – I was one!

UNIFICATION
She looked up at Alan, unshed tears shining
brightly in her hazel eyes. "They're joining,"
she said. "Father must have left his life force
in Mr. Tracy."
"Say what?" Gordon said.

ALIENATION
There was a knock at the suite door. Lee
Seung rose and crossed through into the
outer sitting room. Alan turned to Tin-Tin. "Is
he trying to say they want you to lead the
war?"
"I can't fathom it," Tin-Tin replied. "After all,
what would the World President say?"

JUXTAPOSITION
Jeff nodded as John sat up with a smile on
his face. He turned sideways and patted the
bed next to him. Toeing off his shoes, Jeff sat
down properly on the bed, scooting back
until he was against the wall. John sat next
to him, mirroring the way his father folded
his hands in his lap.
"What would you like to talk about, son?"

LMC’S STORIES:
INTIMIDATION
"We can't shoot Ben!" Brains exclaimed.
"If he tries to kill us, that's exactly what we'll
do," John said, his mouth set in a firm line.
"Ben wouldn't want himself used that way."

If you’re interested in THUNDERBIRDS
and all things Tracy Island, how about
joining the TIWF Yahoo! Group? It's fast,
easy and FREE! GO TO:

www.tracyislandchronicles.com/
tiwf/tiwf.html
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LOLBIRDS
Think you know who’s going to open their
mouth next? Send your caption to TIC Mobile
Control and the winning caption will appear in the
next issue of the NTBS NEWSFLASH!
ticmobilecontrol1@gmail.com

last month’s winning caption by PP

Dear John,
I hope you can…ah…help me. I work for
a really er… technically savvy boss, who
at times can get a little…ah… impatient.
How can I…ah…make him understand
that inventing great machinery isn't
a…ah… walk in the park?

             Anony..ah..mous

EACH ISSUE JOHN ANSWERS
QUERIES FROM HIS READERS

Dear Anony..ah..mous,
What a coincidence. A friend of mine is in
the very same situation you are. He solves
it by hiding -- behind his glasses, his
intellect, and sometimes the industrial
freezer. We found him there once,
caressing a partially defrosted turkey he
had christened Matylda. Luckily we got to
him before he'd taken off the plastic
wrapper, otherwise we'd have been
having meatloaf for dinner.

       John

Dear John,
This may mean nothing to you non-radio-
types, but I am desperately seeking your
advice on how to deal with post-
International-Rescue-trauma.
The guy that rescued me from K-13 last
week sure was committed to his job
description. Is there anything I can do to
get rid of my black eye and the other
attacked parts of my anatomy?

    Yours in hope,
  Bing Bing BING

Dear Bing Bing BING,

I can't vouch for the other parts of your
anatomy without having seen them (to
gauge the extent of the damage, you
understand), but in some parts of the world
a black eye is considered quite the badge
of courage. However, word on the street
says those International Rescue guys are a
bunch of 95-pound weaklings, so I suggest
you use your recovery time to shore up your
tough-guy image, attend a few self-
defence classes and purchase a sturdy cod-
piece. Next time you get rescued, you’re
gonna need it.

       John

Jeff wasn’t sure, but he thought
the guy in the hat might be wearing a disguise...

Somebody who maybe isn’t getting along well
with their father, their girlfriend, or their local
third-world dictator? If so, why not write a
Dear John letter on their behalf? John will
provide a personal response to problems in
each issue of the NTBS NEWSFLASH!.
So what are you waiting for? Somebody has a
problem that needs solving!
ticmobilecontrol1@gmail .com

DO YOU KNOW A
THUNDERBIRDS CHARACTER
WITH A PROBLEM?

Oh, God, I’m listening to Gordon read
Ned’s latest email to Scott and Virgil
down here in the cabana, to the sounds
of much hilarity. From the few phrases
I’m catching as they waft across the pool
in my direction, it sounds like Ned’s been
at the dictionary again. That Websters is
the only book he keeps in his office (all
the others are fake spines and actually
hide things like his Suburban Jersey Ninja
She-Devils comics and DVDs of the entire
run of an old television series called
Desperate Housewives) and every once
in a while he actually opens it to impress
the Management (you know, those
women in high heels on the 42nd floor)
with yet another new ten dollar word. At
least lately he reads the meaning before
he uses the word – especially after that
embarrassing moment on the Ten O’Clock
News when he apologized for being
perspicacious on camera because he’d
had to climb eight flights of stairs to the
newsroom after the elevators broke
down. Trixie broke her smartphone trying
to keep up with the texts that flooded in
from hysterically laughing NYU students.
Believe it or not, Ned managed to pass it
off as a joke, even though he turned
white as a sheet when he found out and
had an epic choking fit on his glass of
water. That guy is bullet proof!

So while Ned’s having his latest paranoid
meltdown about a rival, we’re going to
talk about a subject that’s come up a lot
recently in discussions on the Writers
Forum: the differences between
American and British word usage. My co-
list mom GillyLee and I have frequently
played our game of “guess the
nationality” of a new Thunderbirds author
on fanfiction.net, and one of our
strategies is to look at the words the
author has used to describe certain
things. Thunderbirds can be a minefield
for unwary authors on both sides of the
pond because it has American characters
and British characters! No matter where
you live, you have at least a fifty percent
chance of being wrong! (My apologies to
our writers from Australia and New
Zealand…I don’t know your lingo well
enough to know what you would say or
not say in any given situation. Maybe one
of you could write a follow up to this
article from the point of view of the
Southern Hemisphere?)

SEPARATED BY A COMMON
LANGUAGE
So what kinds of things can trip
Thunderbirds authors up? Let’s look at a
few examples.

“’Old on, Milady, all h’is not lost. H’I shall
’unt through the garbage can for h’it.”

This (obviously American) writer was
doing fine, making Parker’s speech sound
quite authentic…until she used “garbage
can” instead of what a British person
would have said, “rubbish bin.”

Samantha WinchesterSamantha WinchesterSamantha WinchesterSamantha WinchesterSamantha Winchester

Sam’s

POOLSIDE POINTERSPOOLSIDE POINTERS
“So where are you going on holiday,
boys?” Jeff asked, a twinkle in his eye as
though he could already imagine their
travel plans.

This author has to be British. Americans
don’t go on “holiday,” they go on
“vacation.”

Gordon paused with his mobile in his
hand. “What’s the dialling code for San
Francisco, does anybody know?”

Another Brit. Americans say “area code,”
not “dialling code.” Plus, what to a Brit is
a “mobile [phone],” to an American is a
“cell [phone].”

“Good heavens, Parker, look at all these
people,” Penelope exclaimed as she exited
the Rolls. “We’ll have to stand in line for
hours!”

Probably an American, I’d think. British
authors usually say “queue up” rather
than “stand in line.”

Scott leaned forward. “Turn left at the
next crossroads, Parker. According to the
map, it’s the second building on the right.”

British, I'd wager. Americans are far more
likely to say "intersection" than
"crossroads."

“So, how was the reunion picnic, Virgil?”
Jeff inquired, raising one bushy eyebrow.

“Noisy. Half those women had screaming
babies on their hips, and you should have
seen the line outside the toilets when it
was time to change their nappies!”

British again! Not only would an
American have said “rest room” or
“bathroom” instead of “toilets,” but they
say “diapers,” not “nappies.”

“Excuse me,” Lady Penelope smiled at the
waitress. “Would you bring the check?
We’re in a bit of a hurry, I’m afraid.”

This is definitely an American. Being
British, Lady P would have asked for the
“bill,” not the “check.”

“Damn, I don’t have my wallet on me,”
John frowned. “I’m going to have to
reverse the charges.”

And this last one is definitely British. An
American would say “call collect,” not
“reverse the charges.”

Those are just a few of the reasons why,
if you’re not well versed in the
differences between British and
American English, it’s a good idea to have
a beta on both continents!

Uh oh. Looks like Ned’s sent another
email, and this one has the boys
frowning. I’m going to get closer and see
if I can hear what they’re saying. See you
next time – but not if I see Ned first!
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PENNYSPY’S THUNDERBIRDS EPISODE GUIDE
20: THE MAN FROM MI5
More intrigue, bombs and lazy spies than you can shake
a stick at conspire to make this a fairly standard ‘Lady P
in Peril’ episode. Riding the crest of a Bond mania wave
as it was, this isn’t by any means my favourite episode,
although it is saved by the seedy Riviera scenery and by
Barry Gray doing his best to out-do John Barry. I also
quite like how it seems to be midnight with a full moon
ALL the time.

We open with the excellent music I just mentioned. On
a moonlit night on the French Riviera, a sinister frogman
sneaks aboard a sleek yacht, gets to an office where a
man, obviously the captain, is innocently reading. At
the peak of the music, the frogman coldly shoots the
captain several times and he and his chair fall over,
extremely dead. In fact, at least two of those bullets
must wind up getting lodged in the chair itself, since
the frogman keeps firing even though the chair back
and seat are pretty quickly blocking the line of fire. The
music comes to a respectful stop. Now the evil frogman
ransacks the captain’s desk, hissing, “Where are those
plans?” as he does. After finding bundles of cutlery, and
a surprisingly large amount of doilies, he unscrews a
flashlight and uncovers what must be the plans inside
it, rolled up in a yellow and red tube. The minute he
does, the music gets curiously upbeat and the spy game
is back on. The frogman leaves the yacht, only pausing
in his escape to stick a bomb on the side of the boat.

Seconds later another yacht pulls up. A chap with a posh
accent spots the yacht the frogman just attacked and
tells his captain, Tidman, to “move in” next to it. As
they get close, EXPLOSION! The first yacht sinks rapidly
after blowing up no less than five times! The captain of
the new yacht asks the posh chap beside him, “Why?”
and we learn that his pal’s name is – drum roll please –
‘Bondson’. Very subtle homage there, can you hear the
slow clap? Anyway, Mr Bondson admits he has no idea
why the other yacht exploded. Tidman wonders if it
could be the fuel tanks as “she was petrol driven,” while
Bondson worries that there’s no sign of “Blacker”, the
yacht’s ex-captain, and elects to head down for a look
at what’s left of the yacht in case the man is trapped.
We all know that the poor guy has already met a nastier
end, of course.

As Blacker’s yacht finishes its descent, the title card
comes up and the music is back in full swing. Tidman
tells Bondson he’ll need to work fast before “local

police” arrive. Bondson crisply orders him to fob them
off with “just enough” information to keep them happy,
as he doesn’t want the wreck touched yet. Tidman
wishes him luck and Bondson dives in. More very cool
jazz follows. The wreck is in a bad state, though, and
Bondson soon finds Blacker in the cabin and reports,
“He’s dead”. He can also tell that the poor guy has been
shot five times by an unusual type of gun, of which there
“can’t be more than a dozen” in this part of the world.

A few things about this moment. I find it remarkable
that the bad guys failed to cover their tracks at all, as
despite the yacht blowing up around five times, there’s
still more than enough evidence left over for Bondson
to get some useful evidence – which he recognizes even
without the help of a ballistics report! Talented chap,
this.

After hoping that the rare bullets will help them track
down the murderer, Bondson leaves Blacker’s corpse
and tries to locate the papers. He finds the flashlight
they were hidden in but, as we already know, the papers
have been taken. Bondson concludes, “That explosion
was no accident!” and as in “30 Minutes After Noon,”
you can tell that MI-5 only hire the very brainiest agents
to solve these world-threatening mysteries.

The water of the Riviera becomes the sunnier and
warmer surface of the Tracy family’s pool, and before
you can say ‘Isn’t that the Hood’s submarine?’ it’s clear
we’re on Tracy Island, and Brains is playing with a remote
control sub that messes with my sense of puppet scale.
A chilled-out Jeff Tracy gently warns Brains to hurry up,
as “Alan will be out for his swim, soon” (love the way he
says that, Jeff almost whistles there). Brains agrees that
Alan’s presence in the pool would upset the “sonic
beam” and tries out the submerge function. As he does,
Alan arrives – alert for shirtless Tracy, guys and girls –
and drops his towel. We hear a splash that probably looks
like that Hockney painting. Alan’s head and torso bob
up from the pool’s surface. I guess he’s totalled Brains’
new toy. He apologises, “Guess I didn’t realise you were
working”. Brains says it’s OK, while sounding like he’s
about to cry, and Tin-Tin sympathetically notes “He’s
upset”. Oh, Alan, you’re a monster – a monster!

Before Brains can drop anything else electrical into the
pool and deprive Thunderbird 3 of a pilot, we’re saved
by a beeping noise and Jeff tells them all to hold on. It’s
John calling. The starbound Tracy reports they’ve been

contacted by “a guy named Bondson” and that it’s “kind
of unusual”. He adds that Bondson has something to do
with the British Secret Service, which prompts Jeff to
snap a reminder that the BSS has “its own operators and
methods” and that IR won’t be getting involved. He has a
point, but Bondson is so keen to get IR to do the job that
he’s told John that if they don’t help, “the whole world
could be destroyed”. Hmm. This persuades Jeff, as he
exclaims, “That’s quite a statement,” and asks John to
get Bondson’s contact details and to tell the (lazy) agent
that IR will be sending one of their agents to meet him.
I’m not bothering to take any bets on who that might be!

The next thing we see is a Fireflash – ten episodes
without a crash and counting – speeding through the air.
Personally, it seems like overkill to take a Fireflash for a
hop from the UK to the South of France. Maybe Jeff was
paying air fare again. Penelope is in First Class, of course,
and wearing her really big orange hat from her title card
in the regular Thunderbirds opening sequence. There’s
also no sign of Parker, so depending on broadcast order
this may mean that she’s learned from the ear-bending
she got last time (in “30 Minutes…”). She listens quietly
to an announcement requesting that passengers
extinguish their cigarettes before landing. Awww, at
least there were no mobile phones to put Fireflash in
danger yet. The Fireflash touches down without crashing
(yay!) and Lady P meets up with Parker. It turns out that
she sent him ahead with her yacht, which is parked off
the coast out of sight. I’m wondering how she survived
without him, and for how long, as it would involve her
getting to the airport without murdering any foreign
agents on the way, not to mention having to figure out
how to handle her own luggage. After this, Penelope
goes off to make an important telecall.

Lazy agent Bondson is sound asleep in his hotel room
when his video-phone starts ringing, making  rather a
squelchy noise. It flicks on to ‘sound only selected’ (AKA
the ‘just got out of the shower’ setting) and we hear
Penelope putting on a sexy French accent. She orders
Bondson to drive to the Forest of Digne at midnight, to
stop at a clearing “3 kilometres from the perimeter” and
then he’s to wait there. He asks with a briskness that
could well be nerves, “How will I know you?” and she
replies smoothly, “You never will, Mr Bondson” and – for
laughs, I feel – she tells him to repeat his instructions.
Before he does, he asks her how he knows he can trust
her, and she coolly reminds him that he doesn’t know.
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She also reiterates that he contacted them, and offers
to forget the whole thing if he dislikes the arrangement.
Terrified by the prospect of actually having to do his
own legwork, Bondson agrees to the risky meeting, and
covers this by saying how in his job “you have to be
careful”. She says she does, too, and makes him repeat
the rendezvous instructions.

The meeting really is in a lonely spot, where it’s a still a
full moon. Just before midnight, Bondson is sitting
impatiently in his car, being hunted by a curious live-
footage owl. It’s not even fully midnight yet, but he’s so
impatient he starts up the car. A gun appears from
behind, aimed at his neck. It’s Penelope, and still using
her sexy foreign accent she tuts, “We are impatient.”
After ordering him to switch off the car engine, she
warns that if he moves a muscle she will “blow off your
head”. I bet Bondson thought IR’s agents were going to
be a pushover. But I feel she totally would blow his head
off, the maniac. She warns him not to turn his head and
tells him to explain why he needs International Rescue’s
help.

Bondson tells her a British agent collected plans for a
nuclear device and they fell into the “wrong hands”. He
can’t go into detail about that. He then explains that, as
we know, the rendezvous didn’t work and that when he
went to meet his contact the man had been killed, and
that he had died before the yacht exploded. He tells
Penny the make of the gun that was used – “not a very
common weapon,” she comments (they obviously
subscribe to the same gun enthusiast magazines). She
then reminds him that it is not IR’s “policy” to get
involved with “politics or police work” but Bondson
frantically insists that they must help as IR has “the most
advanced equipment in the world” and that “millions of
lives depend…” he gets overexcited on this last line and
nearly turns around. Penny warns him to keep his head,
as he “won’t,” if he moves again. Bondson apologises
and then begs her to hurry and find the plans. Penelope
announces that she’s leaving now and he is to “do
nothing, say nothing” and she will contact him. She adds
that he must remain as he is for ten minutes, and then
she returns to her car.

As she leaves and opens the car door, Bondson can’t
resist a peek. A burst of gunfire explodes beside him.
Parker’s matter-of-fact voice booms, “The lady said
don’t move,” and we see FAB 1’s machine gun retreat
back into the car’s grille. They briefly blind Bondson with
full-beam headlights, and then zoom off into the night.
As they drive away, Penelope asks Parker to head for
her yacht, and compliments him on his “excellent
shooting”.

Back on la Riviera, Penny is on her yacht in full naval
getup while Parker brings her some tea. She instructs
him that when they “drop anchor” he’s to go ashore and
spread the word to local newspapers that “Gayle
Williams, the leading fashion model” has arrived on her

yacht and will be exposing the murderers who blew up
the yacht yesterday. Parker enquires who this “Gayle
Williams is” (although I suspect he might already have a
fair idea). Penny explains that it is, of course, her. The
stupidity of her entire plan aside, it seems that Parker
will now be lying to the most gullible and ill-informed
reporters on the planet. If you’re a “leading” fashion
model, doesn’t it help if someone’s heard of you? Is she
stealing the identity of some other, Kate Moss-type
model here? Penny-logic prevails, I’m afraid.

At least the cool music make a comeback, as the bad guy
from the start of the episode is chilling out on a sunny
deck, reading the paper in jumper and jeans. The
headline shows that the newspapers really have
swallowed Penny’s little cover story, and report that she
is a model who will bring down the murderers! Odd
choice of pursuit for a fashion model, we think, but the
bad guy seems to fall for it and growls, “So she’s gonna
track us down, is she?” He goes a little Scottish here,
and mutters “We’ll see about that”. Uh oh. He drives his
little boat past the huge pleasure yachts and out to a set
of boathouses along the coast. There’s a lovely, creaky,
watery atmosphere as he pulls in. Once anchored, he
dons his frogman outfit and dives down to the clearly
evil red submarine parked on the sea bed.

Inside the sub, we see two men are playing cards and
bitching, as the bad guys in TB tend to do, about all the
waiting around. It’s very clear that they’re baddies – just
check out their accents and facial hair! Their
conversation reveals that since the rather ineffective
blowing up of Blacker’s yacht, the “authorities” have the
area “bottled up” and now they can’t avoid the “patrol
boats”. They’re both relying on Carl, the erstwhile
frogman, to figure out a way to get them clear – with the
plans. This is just when he turns up. He chucks the
newspaper into the middle of their game and explains
what the headline means. One of them is unimpressed
that this “model” will be tracking them down, which is
the kind of response you’d actually expect. Carl,
however, is more convinced by the details she seems to
have about the theft of the plans, “how many shots were
fired, stuff like that” and at this they exclaim, “This is
serious!” Carl tells them that what they’re going to do to
her is “serious”, too. She’s “going to die!” and I agree,
that’s pretty serious indeed. Dramatic moment!

It ’s nighttime, and on her yacht (called FAB 2,
incidentally), Penelope is having a very pink moment in
front of the gigantic mirror in her bedroom. When Parker
enters she instructs him to take the evening off, as she’s
“expecting a visitor soon”. Parker is rather alarmed, asks
if that’s “wise,” following the newspaper story. Penelope
just repeats more firmly that he is “excused” and that
he’s to “go ashore” and enjoy himself. Parker needs very
little persuading here, as he realises how profitable a
night in nearby Monte Carlo could be for him. Don’t
gamble, kids. Lady P is just pleased that her order is

“settled” and tells him once more to enjoy himself. As
Parker goes to get ready, she gives Jeff a call.

Penelope reports to a concerned Jeff that, if her
“arrangements” go as expected, then the plans should
“be in our hands” by midnight. Jeff probes for
information about her “arrangements” and asks if it’s
going to be “dangerous”. I’m not sure what sort of mission
he actually thinks she’s on. Penelope coolly tells him
not to worry and to wait for her call, promising him that
she’ll be “perfectly all right”. Riiiiight.

As Penelope hangs up with Jeff, Parker passes by her
room on his way to party in Monte Carlo. He’s wearing
the ‘evil purposes only’ grey raincoat and he’s walking
with a definite spring in his stripy steps, sounding smug
and vaguely inebriated as he crosses the deck. He’s
singing something about the “bank in Monte Carlo”.
Hmm. He wishes Penelope good evening and she hauls
him up on the briefcase he’s brought with him. He insists
it’s for his winnings and shakes it to prove his innocence.
He needs a better briefcase, as this one flies open,
revealing a pile of equipment that will certainly
guarantee he gets some cash this evening. Parker
mumbles, “I wonder ‘ow they got in there?” Penelope
looks rather amused, as if breaking and entering is
hilarious. Her tone of voice shames him gently into
leaving his burglar kit at home. As Parker leaves in the
boat, he wonders how she expects him to keep his
“hand” in and elects to go to the casinos after all. Don’t
gamble, kids!

On FAB 2, Penelope decides that everything is now ready
for her “guest”. As she hears a boat pull up, she realises
that the “fish has taken the bait” sooner than she
expected. We see that Carl is on-board! As he peers
around the doors there’s a CRASH ZOOM and Penelope
sees him. She welcomes him and he sounds a little
surprised until he spots the huge mirror. He wastes no
time in threatening her with the gun, and tells her they
are “going for a little boat ride”. She comments that this
will be “nice” and that she’ll join him “in a moment”. He
shows her what he thinks of this by shooting at the mirror
and chipping a large chunk out of it. Penny looks at the
mess and hopes that he isn’t superstitious. Carl snaps at
her to “move and cut the chatter.” Penelope keeps up
the tough-girl airhead act by asking if he’ll take her arm.
So, her whole plan – her ENTIRE plan – relied on the
murderer showing up that night and kidnapping her?
Oh, gawd.

At the boat house out on the coast, Penelope muses
that “One just wouldn’t know where one was, would
one?” Heh. I admit her airhead observations get pretty
funny against Carl’s general bad-guy grumpiness. Once
the boat is stashed in the bay, he threatens her with a
gun, and a bomb. He snaps that the “pleasure cruise” is
over and that his “little box of tricks” will soon blow her
“sky high”. Penny’s response: “How interesting” – which
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might suggest she’s pretty high already. She asks how
the bomb works. Carl explains how, when she blows up,
they’re in the clear (eh?). She says, “fascinating,” and
wonders aloud that her waiting for it to happen is a
“morbid pleasure” for him. He refutes this, as the delay
is “all part of the plan” to mislead the patrol boat, which
would otherwise catch him and his gang on the move.
The patrol boat will be in the bay in ninety minutes.
When it does, they’ll blow up Penelope and escape
through all the chaos. Simple. Now Carl starts
brandishing some long pieces of white rope.

A hilarious exchange follows where Penelope asks Carl
if he’s going to tie her up. He growls, “You bet I am,” and
she responds, “Oh I don’t mind, really…” The atmosphere
has turned all Avengers. She has a final request before
she dies – to “fix” her face using her powder compact.
Carl is highly amused, “You dames slay me!” but he
acquiesces to the request, and tells her to go ahead, “I
got time”. Yes, it was the 1960s. What he doesn’t know is
that this is all part of Lady P’s highly questionable plan.
She takes the opportunity to contact Jeff Tracy on her
compact radio (which functions like the Tracy boys’
video-watches, only in girly form). I’m a bit worried that
her plan hinges entirely on the bad guy letting her do
this.  And then, instead of, perhaps, repeating everything
she’s just heard so that the Tracys know how to help her,
Penelope takes ages to perform an elaborate code
sequence with her powder applicator to get a garbled
message across to her rescuers.

In the Tracy lounge, Scott, Gordon and Virgil are watching
this performance with some consternation. Her actions
spell out this twitter-length message: “Held captive.
Boathouse. Submarine. Must stop it. The bay next to
yacht. Bomb!” and she only gets that far before an
impatient Carl knocks it from her hand and snaps,
“you’ve prettied yourself up enough” and starts to tie
her securely to the chair. As he threatens her to “quit
gabbing” or he’ll gag her, Penelope gives her dropped
compact an anxious glance. I guess Parker would have
been handy as backup right about now?

The Tracys are puzzling over Penny’s situation, having
been left with a single image from the compact’s
viewpoint on the floor. “What the heck could have
happened, Father?” Scott exclaims. Jeff doesn’t know,
and Virgil figures out that the camera is pointing at a
“control panel”. Can I just note how very tanned they all
appear in this episode? Jeff guesses that the control
panel could be on the boat, following Penny’s description
of a “boat house” (slow clap). Scott reminds them that
she was telling them “something about a bomb”. Yes,
we get it, things are serious! Jeff figures that as the
picture is working on the compact, the sound probably
is too, and he turns up the audio.

We hear danger music – with the compact sitting at
Penny’s feet, she’s actually obeying Carl’s order to keep
her mouth shut. The silence unnerves Jeff, and Scott

suggests that they contact her. Jeff is worried that the
wrong person might get the message, so Scott wisely
suggests they use a “code signal”. Genius! Jeff concurs
and Code 5 is used, which is basically a scratchy sort of
Morse code. Penny hears this, but so does Carl. She
moves enough that the sound warns them and Scott tells
Jeff to “hold it”. Carl wonders what the scratching noise
was, and Penelope distracts him with a neat insult about
rats being his only friends. He snaps, “Are you being
funny?” but Penelope merely says, “no” and asks if he
thinks the rats will leave before the bomb explodes, or
“go up with it too”.

Penelope’s welcome bout of exposition horrifies the
Tracys. “So now we know…what a situation!” Scott
exclaims, apparently not aware of the even worse
situation currently being created by his hideous ochre
and dark brown tank top outfit. Jeff says it’s not too late,
and both he and Gordon think they have some time left,
as “one of the murderers” is still aboard and will probably
need some time to get clear of the explosion. Jeff sends
Scott out to Penny’s location, swiftly followed by Gordon
and Virgil with Thunderbird Four. Jeff adds that with
Penny in trouble, their machines will need to “move
faster than they’ve ever done before!”

Back at the boathouse, Carl is dragging Penelope even
further away from the compact and tells her “This is it”.
He sets the bomb on a desk beside her – apparently
deciding that the use of very rare guns is not the best
way to stay undetected by international spies or, er,
curious fashion models. She snipes that she’s sorry he’s
going, just as she was “beginning to enjoy” his company.
He curtly tells her “So long” and informs her that she has
“about an hour left”. Gulp. Will International Rescue
reach her in time? CRASH ZOOM on the bomb!

Back on the island, Thunderbirds One and Two blast off
efficiently, with almost no launch sequence at all,
although Virgil only takes off after asking Gordon if he’s
“All set?” Aww. Jeff is still staring at the video image
from the compact, still only showing the boat’s control
panel. Tin-Tin brings him coffee right on time, and Jeff
muses that he thinks the waiting is “always the worst
part” of these operations. Apart from actually being in
danger of getting blown up, obviously. Tin-Tin mentions
that she saw Virgil and Gordon fly off, which doesn’t
seem to help – and is kind of stating the obvious,
considering how much noise Thunderbird Two must have
made. Jeff wishes he knew more clearly what they were
going to find when they got out there. Penny really hasn’t
told them enough.

On the boat, beside the bomb, Penelope is trying to shout
the information to Jeff, but she does it in such a ladylike
way that all he can make out is a muffled voice in the
distance. He tells her that “The boys are on their way to
you” and asks if she can get any nearer to the compact
microphone. Penelope tries to tell him about the bomb
in the bay, but he still can’t make out what she’s saying.
Note to Brains: change your microphone parts supplier!
Penny finally does something sensible and starts to
shuffle-rock herself along in the chair. Apparently Brains
could take pointers from these guys about where to buy
rope, too…these don’t seem to be the breakaway kind
that IR usually uses on missions… The noise that Penny
makes with the chair startles Tin-Tin. Jeff wonders if it’s
Penny trying to tell them something, and hopes that the
“compact transmitter” can “stand up to the treatment”
(see previous comment about the parts supplier!) At
this point, Brains (did he hear us heaping scorn upon his
handiwork?) reappears from wherever he was hiding (I
suspect it has something to do with holding Alan’s head
underwater for an ‘experiment’) and he thinks that the
transistors should hold up, as they are small but very
sturdy. It’s all on Penny now.

Underwater, at the evil red sub, Carl has arrived to
update his henchmen on the situation. Everything is now
“fixed” and he comments that the “dame” could “really
talk” and she was “a cool one!” and now they will just
wait there and count the seconds until the patrol boat
will cross the bay. In just forty minutes, “the boat house,
the boat and that dame go sky high”. Dramatic music!

Thunderbird One is rocketing towards the scene, and
Scott asks his dad for more information. For now, there
isn’t any. Jeff thinks that Penny’s trying to contact them
but that she can’t get near enough for them to hear. Her
muffled voice comes across faintly and Jeff tells her
again she’s still “too far off the mike” and that Scott is on
the way. She tries to tell Jeff to “get Scott to trace the
submarine”. Wow, Parker really would be useful about
now…but Jeff still can’t hear a word and suggests she
gets closer. Penelope sighs at this “most strenuous”
suggestion and tries again to bunny-hop the chair
forwards. She gets up pretty close to the compact and
declares it’s “now or never”. She rocks the chair from
side to side, and tips over sideways, landing so her face
is perfectly in front of the little video camera. Finally!

A startled Jeff asks if she’s ok, but Penny cuts right to
telling him about the “killers” who are “hiding in their
sub” although she doesn’t know exactly where that is;
she adds that the bad guys will detonate the bomb once
the patrol boat is in the bay at 10 o’clock, and then they’ll
“slip away with Bondson’s plans”. And incidentally, what
the heck is Bondson doing while Penny’s out risking her
life? Partying with Parker at the casino? Wiretapping
random celebrities? What? Now Jeff tells her he’ll get
Scott to prepare the sonar equipment and assures her
Scott will soon find them “wherever they are”. More
dramatic music ends with a shot of the lurking red sub.

The coolest jazz shows up TB1 swooping across the
moonlit Riviera. Scott has arrived, but it’s already
9.40pm. Jeff instructs him to begin the “sonar sounds”
and Scott opens a hatch that releases a rocket-shaped
device, which dips below sea level. Scott crisply reports
that the reading is “negative” and that he’ll keep
searching the zone “in widening circles” but he’s worried
that this will “take time” and he hopes that they have
enough. I know they don’t have time to find the sub
before rescuing Penny, but it still comes across as a little
wimpish that he doesn’t go down to save her first. Last
time I’ll say it, but, perhaps Parker would have been
useful about now? Scott checks Virgil’s ETA – Virg says
20 minutes. Scott requests they “try to make it sooner”
and continues his scanning.

Back in the boat house of certain death, Jeff tells Penny
that Scott is trying to find the sub and that Virgil and
Gordon are fifteen minutes away, and he assures her
she shouldn’t worry, they’ll get her out of there! It’s still
cutting it fine, and they cut back and forth between
Scott’s search and the sub lurking underwater. Inside
the sub, the evil gang are anticipating the bomb solving
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Next time: CRY WOLF!

CHECK FOR:
> Reused stock footage of a launch: Almost none
whatsoever is used. There's a big treat in store for
Gordon fans, though, as we see a new point of view for
a Thunderbird Four launch, from within the Pod. Nifty.
> Hitting on Tin-Tin: Everyone was rather well
behaved this week! Well, apart from Penny and her
kinky tie-up games with the evil Carl.
> Tin-Tin and Alan snuggle: Nope, she's on coffee
duty and Alan appears to be too busy wrecking Brains'
experiments, and is then mysteriously MIA for the rest
of the episode.
> Tin-Tin snuggles someone else: No. All about Penny
this week, getting cosy with Scott!
> Each bro's appearance: So where did Alan go?
Everyone at least gets a line. But they're still pushed to
the background here in favour of Penny, until the very
end at least.
> IR's fantastic-but-unreliable equipment!:
Another episode where all the machinery did more or
less what it's supposed to, although it's still all
programmed to perform miracles at the very last
minute!
> 'I'm SURE all the photo evidence got
destroyed': Only secret world-ending plans are at risk
this week. I'm curious if Bondson actually told his chiefs
exactly how he retrieved the plans, or if he swiped all
the credit for himself?
> Alan-teasing: No, but he deserves it for clumsily
wrecking Brains' experiment. And, where IS he for he
rest of the episode?
> Rescuing one of their own: Yet again, they're all
about saving Penny. And the fact that it forms the crux
of her entire plan doesn't make it any better. Actually,
it's the basis of ALL her plans, always, dammit.
> Vehicles used: TBirds One, Two, and a big moment
for the little yellow submarine.
> Surprisingly dextrous puppet hands: Plenty of
wriggling from a tied up Lady P. Best real-feet acting
goes to Parker's body double, though, as he jauntily
crosses the deck, ready to rip off the Monte Carlo banks.
Also, Bondson's anxious arm tapping as he waits for
Lady P to shoot him in the back…
> Brains actually at a rescue: No, although he's on
hand at base to give advice about Penelope's compact
transmitter.
> CRASH ZOOM' drinking game: Mostly every time
we see THE BOMB!
> 'Biggest Jerk of the episode' award: Firstly, Carl
for shooting the poor bloke five times at the start and
then utterly failing to cover it up anyway with several
massive explosions. Secondly, Bondson, who is the
laziest secret agent ever seen on the show - and he's up
against Agent Southern from "30 Minutes After Noon,"
for crying out loud!
>  It was the 60s!: First, smoking on a plane. Then all
the subtle 'getting tied up' innuendo and the blatant
James Bond name-borrowing. Finally, the bad guy
letting Lady P fix her face before he puts a bomb under
her, while totally accepting the extraordinarily unlikely
premise that she's an airhead model who's come to
hunt them down.
>  New drinking category: Drink! Every time the
moody MI-5 jazz music kicks in. Repeatedly. As if it thinks
it's a Bond movie or something. It's still the greatest
music Barry Gray's done since March of the Oysters.
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 A SOMEWHAT SATISFYING

all their problems, and on their timer there’s just ten
minutes to go! One of them is afraid that the patrol boat
won’t investigate the explosion, but Carl is very
confident that the “dumb cops” won’t be able to resist
it, and reminds them that he’s “always right”.

Scott is into deep frown mode, as there are still no results
and time is very short. Then, finally, a smaller, steady
beep signifies he’s found his target. He exclaims, “She’s
down there!” Jeff rather needlessly tells him to tell Virg,
and adds there’s just seven minutes left. Scott directs
the TB2 crew as accurately as he can to the sub’s position.
Virgil gently drops the Pod into the water and soon
Thunderbird Four is launching in the area – we get an
unusual view of its setting out starting from within the
Pod itself.  There are just five minutes to go! Gordon zips
along under the water, also scanning, and he finds the
sub within 400 yards of him. Scott snaps that the sub
must be paralysed “but quick!” because the patrol boat,
which has apparently synchronised its schedule with all
the parties involved in this threat/rescue, will be there
in four minutes! Already we see it’s crossing the Riviera
and heading for the bay. Carl is gloating that there’s just
three minutes to go.

Thunderbird Four takes its sweet time getting to the sub,
and finally Gordon announces “firing paralyser now!”
Well, Scott likes to be kept up to date. What Gordon
fires is essentially a big trident on the end of a long piece
of wire. It sticks into the hull of the sub, alarming the
crooks within, and the middle prong of the trident
immediately begins to drill into its target. Time is
shrinking; the patrol boat is nearly there! Carl is counting
down now – 30 seconds, then Scott sounds 25, and then
the drill enters the sub’s cabin and Gordon blasts the
bad guys with tranquiliser gas. Carl and the others
struggle to set off the bomb – not the most sensible
thing to do, considering they’re already busted and
adding another murder to the rap sheet won’t exactly
help – and then all the crooks collapse like dominoes.

As the patrol boat enters the bay, Scott reports that
Gordon must have succeeded as “nothing’s happened,”
and we see the bomb itself, flashing above a prone
Penny, both of which are still fully intact. Jeff hopes that
Penny’s OK – although he should know, since she was
talking to him the whole time! But Scott reckons he can
tell Jeff if she is, “in a minute or two”. He lands TB1 near
the boathouse while Gordon swims up to the red sub.
Now we see Scott snuggled up on the sofa beside Penny,
asking if she’s “sure” she’s all right as she really “took a
chance”. Penny tells him that “that’s what keeps life
interesting…the uncertainty,” and she hopes that Gordon
can find the plans all right. Scott nods.

Gordon gets into the submarine where the three crooks
are still passed out all over the cabin. He collects the
distinctive red and yellow tube containing Bondson’s
plans, musing that “this is what we’ve come to rescue,”

and figuring that it’s still “intact”. He adds that now
Penny can “put Mr Bondson’s mind at rest”.

We’re back in the moonlit clearing, where Bondson is
waiting again for Penny. He seems to have learned from
last time and is standing beside his car while he waits
for Penny to arrive, smoking a cigarette. This time Penny
orders him via loudspeaker to walk to a large tree and to
keep staring straight ahead. Bondson obeys and soon
finds the plans wedged in a tree fork. She tells him to
return to his car and to be “very careful”. Does he really
believe an IR agent would murder him? He soon goes
back to his car and sits behind the wheel. Penelope warns
him again not to move, as he knows what will happen.
He gruffly thanks her (for doing all the work) on behalf
of his chiefs – and she accepts, and warns that any
attempt to trace her or her organisation will meet
“severe opposition”. Now she hurries back to FAB 1 and
they blind Bondson once more with the headlights as
they speed away. Parker enquires, “ ‘ome, milady?” and
she concurs, pausing to enquire how he did at the casino.

He confesses that he lost. Penny makes a sympathetic
noise and asks “how much?” and then forces him to tell
her. Apparently it’s not so much how much as what he
lost. Now Penny really, really wants to know. He
confesses he got rather “carried away” and thought he
“had a system” and now Penny sternly demands to know
what got lost at the casino. He finally admits that it was
“your yacht, milady”.

A stunned Penelope sits back, looking about as appalled
and speechless as you’d expect, whilst being brilliantly
understated about the whole thing. At least until the
scene finishes.

This last bit of Lois Laneish, getting-into-trouble-ON-
PURPOSE shtick is what really puts me off about this
episode. And it isn’t just Penny. First, Secret Agent
Bondson, unfathomably for a man in his profession,
needs IR’s help, then IR’s superagent Lady P willingly
becomes bait, apparently without telling either her
chauffeur/partner in crime OR International Rescue
themselves what she is up to…and all so that IR can
actually sort of get the job done and ‘save the world’
from a rather oblique nuclear MacGuffin threat. So
basically all the secret agents in this story really suck at
what they do, almost making Maxwell Smart of Get Smart
seem like Harry Palmer from Len Deighton’s 1960s spy
novels in comparison. Coming back to this episode after
quite a while, I feel that this was not the strongest of
episodes on the rewatch, and contains far too much
Penelope anyway. As a spy romp it hangs together fairly
well and is still a wonderful vehicle for the Bond-esque
music and constantly moonlit secret rendezvous. I think
the biggest problem is how shoehorned-in the use of IR
feels here, and it’s too gimmicky. Overall, not enough
Tracys or machinery in the mix.
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JOANNA NEILSON: Chris, welcome to the Newsflash!
How did you first get into Gerry Anderson shows?

CHRIS THOMPSON: I caught the show in the ’90s
reruns; took me ages to get my head around the
storylines. I just loved the craft and the vehicles!

JN: Yes, you must have been pretty young during the
‘90s revival.

CT: Yes, I was born in 1990, so I was like three or four. It
wasn’t until I rediscovered them during the summer
holidays in 2004 that I really got back into them. Also,
then having the ability to work out what was going
on, I was really blown away.

JN:   How did you rediscover them?

CT: BBC2 used to show them every summer (I don’t
think they do that any more). Having only really
scratched the surface of the whole filmmaking thing,
I leant towards the TV a bit.

JN: I think they did a lunchtime thing for a while, too!
They do resurface quite a bit. Is Thunderbirds your
favorite of the Gerry Anderson series?

CT: I go through phases….Thunderbirds is the most
original and technically the best,  though I
occasionally shift my faves to [Fireball] XL5, [Captain]
Scarlet and Stingray.

JN: Which episode of Thunderbirds do you think best
sums that up?

CT: Oh, “Trapped in the Sky!” What other TV show or
film, even, would dare have a massive passenger
plane hurtling down a runway trying to land on 3
tiny cars? And make it even half as gripping?

JN: Yeah! That’s still a standout piece of film.

CT: I’d put the Seascape [the offshore drilling rig that
was the focus of the rescue efforts in “Atlantic Inferno” –
Ed] blowing up with Thunderbird Four trying to
escape there, also.

JN: Did you see that SFX magazine have a feature on
Thunderbirds this month? It mainly highlighted that

A few weeks ago, our intrepid reporter Joanna Neilson caught up with Chris Thompson, director and star of the
Thunderbirds 2010 fan film (if you haven't seen it, catch it here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q72SF8ch6FA).
Chris told Jo that just the previous weekend, he had participated in the National Sci-Fi-London 48 Hour Film
Challenge 2011, the rules of which required each entrant to write, shoot and edit a science fiction short film
in 48 hours, incorporating a specific title, a line of dialogue and a prop -- all of which would only be given to
the filmmakers right before the contest began!  You can see Chris's entry here: http://youtube/enXK9QlEfa8

it’s almost 50 years since the show was originally
launched.

CT: And most importantly it still rocks!

JN: Right! The show stands up so well today…and I
liked how you’ve updated it in your fan film,
Thunderbirds 2010, too! When did you decide to start
making it?

CT: In 2009. About 13 months before it came out.

JJN: It got a really great reaction from our
membership on the Tracy Island Writers Forum board.
It seemed to take the show seriously enough, which
we appreciated. Felt very epic.

CT: My worry about remakes, like the movie released
in 2004, is that they never seem to take the show
seriously.

JN: You saw the [Jonathan] Frakes movie, then.

CT: Yeah…I liked it at the time.

JN: And now, not so much?

CT: Well, it’s actually a fairly well crafted childrens’
action adventure film. Jonathan Frakes is a good
director, and a lot of my non-fan friends have good
memories of it. The problem is that it’s a total waste
of a Thunderbirds film.

JN: I think that was the major fault, yes! It didn’t need
to be called Thunderbirds at all…

CT: Yeah it was kind of there to capitalise on nostalgia.
I’d love to see their take on Captain Scarlet — purely
from a “This will be amusing” point of view.

JN: Yes, I wonder if they’d get the point of Captain
Scarlet, either. He probably wouldn’t even be in it, if it
was anything like the Thunderbirds movie. His ‘son’ or
‘nephew’ would probably be left to save the day...

CT:  “Congratulations, Cadet Scarlet, we now promote
you to captain, here’s your shiny badge.” Works for
Star Trek! Oddly enough, Star Trek IX [Star Trek, directed
By JJ Abrams and released in 2009—Ed] and

Thunderbirds 2004 are comparable. They’re both
underdog movies. Kind of a rut Hollywood remakes
have got themselves stuck in.

JN:  Did you enjoy the JJ Abrams take on Star Trek?

CT:  Kinda. I accepted all the changes, didn’t mind the
actors, loved the score and dug the lens flares.
However, the writing was a bit ‘meh.’

JN: Yes, the plot bothered me — the time travel was
overcomplicated without really making sense…

CT: Things like Spock chucking Kirk off the ship to
almost certain death just so he could conveniently
meet ‘future Spock…’ And a black hole being made
inside Earth’s solar system and no one minding! I’m
hoping for an improvement with the next one!
Something cool and thought-provoking, like [Star
Trek VI] The Undiscovered Country.

JN: Did the 2004 movie prompt you to rewatch
repeats of Thunderbirds, or did that happen all at once?

CT: Right after I saw it, it didn’t, because the film was
new and shiny. But when I watched the series again,
it really knocked the film out of the window.

JN: Were you studying film at that point, too? Or trying
to make them?

CT: I started trying to learn 3D in 2002, using an uber-
basic program called Design It 3D, mainly with all
the equipment in Godzilla movies. It’s actually only
this year that I’ve  had my first actual film course.

JN: Did that program mostly cover the animation
side of filmmaking or was it a video editing system
too?

CT: It was an architectural modeler for people with
no 3D experience. I then moved to Simply 3D, which
is what my first Terrahawks film and Thunderbirds
launches were done with.

JN: What did you use for Thunderbirds 2010?

CT: A mixture of VUE 8 and Simply 3D.

JN: Did the other actors in the film share your
appreciation for Thunderbirds?

CT: Guy [Taylor] enjoyed it and we’ve watched a few
episodes together, but he’s more a Joe 90/
Warhammer fan. Andrew [Smith], who plays the
newsreader and Lt. Johnston at the end, is a massive
Thunderbirds fan. The others, not so much.

JN: But you made them perform anyway!

CT: Yeah, a lot of people jump at the chance to frolic
around in unflattering NASA jumpsuits!

JN: How did you get Shane Rimmer to help with the
voiceover?

CT: We were looking for an actor to play Jeff, and I
didn’t want to just cast anyone – I wanted the voice
to be good. So we emailed Shane’s agent and got no
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reply. We then emailed Wayne Forester (the voice of
Captain Scarlet in the new Captain Scarlet series
produced in 2005) but he was a bit worried about
copyright.

JN:  Oh, no...

CT: Then Sam from the Fanderson Forum said he
knew Shane, and offered to help out. So he pitched it,
and Shane was happy to help.

JN: Yes, he’s a lovely guy [See Jo’s interview with Shane
Rimmer in the Sept/Oct 2010 issue of the Newsflash –
Ed]. Did you visit him in person for the whole
recording?

CT: I couldn’t [Chris isn’t crazy, he’s just based in Northern
Ireland! – Ed] but I mailed my camera to Sam, who did
some 2nd Unit directing for me. Shane did like a
dozen takes for everything, and got them all right.

JN: He’s a pro!

CT: It was so surreal, getting the tape back and
hearing his voice on the recording.

JN: Did you see him later at the convention?

CT: Yeah I saw him at TV 21.  I got to say thanks to him
at last.

JN: I interviewed him for the Newsflash. It was freaky
enough hearing his voice on my phone – he sounds
more like Scott when slightly digital!

CT: Yeah, he was a cool choice, because as you’re used
to Scott in the series, hearing his voice older makes
you think it’s his dad.

JN:  Yes, I really felt that worked, too!

CT: We made a point of not telling anyone before
release that he was in it.

JN: Good idea, it was a great surprise to hear his voice
on the video! Is Scott your favourite Thunderbirds
character?

CT: Yep, hands down.

JN:  Which film school are you studying at now?

CT: Belfast Metropolitan College. It’s an HND in Media:
Moving Image, so I get to use a studio. I have one
more year there. Unless we win this 48 hour film
thing…but the odds aren’t totally in our favor. There
are a lot of very good entries.

JN: Just taking a look at the video now. I like your evil
Synth, there…

CT: Guy just got his own Mac – expect a lot of evil
Synth!

JN (laughs): It is nicely 80s that way.

CT: Early 80s, which is much grittier, mind you...

JN: So tell us about your next film school project…is
it Thunderbirds related?

CT: t’s a film called Darkside of Venus, which has a lot of
references to Space 1999 and Doppelganger.

JN: So you’re moving on through the Anderson
universe!

CT: Kinda, a bit of everything. Did that Stingray vid
last month; being tempted by a series of satirical
sketches involving John…

JN: Is that involving John’s position as least-seen
son?

CT: Yeah, the poor guy must be pretty lonely up there.

JN: Right! Easy for him to go a little Shining all by
himself… So, is that for fun, or in between now and
when you start working on Darkside of Venus?

CT: Maybe this weekend, if I’m bored! We’ve been
doing a lot of really serious stuff of late, so it would
be good to lighten the mood.

JN: How long do your films generally take to make? I
guess you do it in stages, the animation, then live
action and the editing ?

CT: It can really depend — setbacks put Thunderbirds
2010 back to 13 months. The SPV sketch was about
two. Depends in how many shots are required. If it’s
more special effects than people, then it takes longer.

JN: Are you looking for any other Anderson voice
artists now you’ve bagged Shane? Maybe for the
longer video?

CT: I’m not sure if any of them would be willing! We’ll
have to see.

JN: As a filmmaker, and a fan, what are your hopes for
the future of Thunderbirds? The new series?

CT: A remake, as opposed to a continuation.

JN: So a proper reboot?

CT: Yeah, either like in Thunderbirds 2010, giving it a
reworked look but keeping essentially the same
series, or a total reinvention of the concept from the
ground up. But mainly a reworking.

JN: You were at the TV 21 Convention in Bristol...what
was your impression?

CT: I didn’t want to leave. It was awesome! Made
millions of new friends, got to meet Gerry
Anderson…

JN: He didn’t give you any spoilers, then, about the
new series?

CT: Nah, I kinda just fell to pieces and begged for a
job!

JN: Well, it was worth a shot!

CT: He was nice. Apparently he hated the script for
the new UFO film, the one that seems to be in
development hell.

JN: Well, we hope he has more control over the new
Thunderbirds.

CT: Yeah, hopefully it has no Fords!

JN: I’m sure Lady Penelope is hoping that, too! Chris,
on behalf of the Tracy Island Chronicles and the
membership of the Tracy Island Writers Forum, thanks
for your time today. I just have one more
question…is it true that you’ve offered our very own
Ned Cook a starring role in your next Thunderbirds
film?

CT: Who?

JN: Ned Cook…look, his bio even says he’s the most
famous guest star in the entire series…

CT: Oh, yeah, he was the captain of the Fireflash, right?
Love that guy.

JN: Um, Chris…never mind. And don’t worry…we
won’t tell Ned you said that.

[above] Rendition of the Thunderbirds 2010 poster courtesy
of Emily Stewart (aka Raax the Ice Warrior on DeviantArt)
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“Claudette”, thank you for agreeing to be our guest
author for this issue of the Ned Cook’s NTBS
Newsflash. You have been a member of the Tracy
Island Writer’s Forum for many years and your stories
feature not only on fanfiction.net but have also been
selected for archiving on the Tracy Island Chronicles.
1. Please tell us about yourself, who you are and all
about where you live?
I am currently 48 years old and living in Edinburgh,
Scotland. I’ve been happily married for 23+ years, and
we have recently adopted a lovely four and a half year
old. After a year of preparation, we have had to re-align
our lives over the last 12 months to having a third person
in the household. Consequently a few things have been
put ‘on the back burner,’ from where they can be reclaimed
in a few years time – perhaps. Edinburgh is a beautiful
historic city when you can see it, but with its location on
the east coast the sea fog will often turn what is a hot
summer day 15 miles inland into the cold gloom of October
in a couple of hours. If you ever visit, come prepared
with at least one thick jumper no matter what time of
year you arrive – I joke not.
2. Why the pen name “Claudette”? Does that have
a special significance?
No. I’m not good at thinking up names off the top of my
head and when I chose to join ff.net I was impatient
enough that I didn’t want to take time to think about an
alias. As I have a relatively unusual Christian name with
which I have become comfortable over the years, I didn’t
want to be a simple Susan, Mary or Clare, but the only
names that came immediately to mind were the likes of
Jane Eyre, Cinderella, Mary Poppins, etc., which were
really out of the question. I also didn’t feel comfortable
adopting a name that I felt might possibly be interpreted
as declaring something about me, accurate or not. So I
chose a relatively unusual name that has no known link to
me or anyone else I know. I had not and still have not met
or heard of any other Claudette in real life, history or
fiction although maybe after this article that may change.
3. You obviously love Thunderbirds (come on now,
who doesn’t?). How were you introduced to TB and
what was it about the original TB series that was so
special to you?
I remember watching Thunderbirds in what must have
been the early 1970s. It used to be shown on television
on a Friday evening at teatime. In our household Friday
was the night when Dad got paid and my brothers and I
were treated to fish and chips for tea so Mom didn’t have
to cook. My brothers and I were allowed to sit in front of
the television and eat our tea while watching
Thunderbirds – probably the one television programme
that we didn’t have to argue about as all three of us loved
it. The thing that really appealed to me was the fact that
these people cared enough about others to do what they
did for complete strangers. The element of caring about
others spoke of the ultimate love that reaches out to us
all - “Greater love has no one than this, that he lay down
his life for his friends”. I guess that touched a deep longing
I had to see such sacrificial love in action. Also, to a
child, it was such a simple answer to many of the ills and
tragedies in the world – if someone is in need of help then
obviously someone with the right tools and equipment
would help them – wouldn’t they?
4. How old were you when you wrote your first
Thunderbirds fic and what was it about?
According to fanfiction.net, which I had only recently
discovered, I must have been forty. I am somewhat
abashed to admit that it broadly falls into the category of
a ‘Mary Sue’ – not that I had heard the term at that time.
I had always thought it statistically unlikely that a family
of five would have all children of the same sex (statistics
was never my forte so please don’t beat me over the
head with numbers, I’ll admit I was wrong without even
going there) so I wondered if there was, or ever had been,
a sister, why she had never appeared in the series, and
why there was no mention of her. I wanted only to ‘plug
the gap’ that existed in my head, not introduce a permanent
new character. I ensured she was gone by the end of the

tale but I wanted to see if I could concoct some sort of
feasible explanation for her absence. If readers can steel
themselves for the ordeal they can judge for themselves
whether I succeeded or not.
5. Do you like writing all the characters? If so, which
ones do you like the best and why?
No, I don’t like writing all of the characters. I guess I
best like Jeff, Scott, Virgil, Lady Penelope and Parker as
they are the ones we see most of in the series. Also, being
a Brit, I feel slightly more at home with the characters
and background of Lady P and Parker. Since joining TIWF
and reading some of the larger inconsistencies that have
been picked up in stories written by some authors on
fanfiction.net I have become far more aware of the
presence of trip factors in the cultural differences between
the UK and the US. I think the old adage of two nations
divided by a common language has diverged even further
and things as basic as milk cartons (which in some parts
of the US I understand bear frequently updated pictures
of missing/abducted children on the labelling) can quickly
reveal a woeful lack of familiarity with another culture
that, at face value, appears to be deceivingly similar.
6. Is there any character that you find difficult to
write? How do you overcome that?
Yes, Kyrano. For the same reason as above. I know next
to nothing about most eastern cultures and the little that is
shown of Kyrano in the show appears to me as quite
alien and other. He appears at times to be wise and
sagacious and yet, at others, to be almost naïve and simple.
So far I have ‘overcome’ the problem by avoiding it and
giving Kyrano the same almost cameo style appearances
that he gets in the show. Should I ever need to feature
him in more depth I think I’ll be doing a whole pile of
research into eastern philosophies and meditations to try
to get some sort of handle on what may be going on
beneath the surface to give such contrasting character
traits as I perceive.
7. Jeff Tracy, Ned Cook, Grandma and Jeremiah
Tuttle. What do you think they could all have in
common ?
You mean apart from the obvious – two eyes, two ears, a
mouth, a nose, etc? Hmmm, that’s a toughy. However
I’ve thought long and hard about this and I reckon I know
the answer – Gummi Bears. The proof is evidenced in
the affair of the missing edible transmitter.
In “Day of Disaster,” Grandma came through from the
kitchen worried she had lost her ‘personal edible
transmitter’ and it turns out that old dog Jeff Tracy had
scoffed it. At the time of that occurrence it was obvious
that Jeff must have been trying to give up smoking as
there was not a cigar or cigarette in sight on the island,
but when the boys were at Lady Penelope’s mansion some
hours later after the successful rescue of the technicians
from the Mars Space Probe, they were all sucking on
great thick cigars as if this was a huge treat for them. I
think that, while Jeff was trying to give up smoking, either
by order or out of sympathy, the boys made a point of not
smoking in his vicinity. Now I reckon, in an effort to make
the edible transmitter a little more acceptable to an older
lady, Brains at the specific request of Grandma had
specially formed it into a Gummi Bear – this having been
a personal candy favourite of that lady for many long years.
Now on this occasion Jeff, while passing through the
kitchen on a surreptitious surveillance mission for any
spare food that he could down to feed his recovering
appetite, had spotted Grandma’s transmitter lying on the
side and, thinking it to be a ‘real’ Gummi Bear, perhaps
dropped from his personal stash of Bears that he had for
just such a period as this, had taken the opportunity
presented to him.
Many years earlier when Jeff Tracy, a young USAF pilot,
was fighting nicotine addiction (for one of the many times
in his life – this was one of the few battles he fought in
vain) one of the other staff on the base, one Jeremiah
Tuttle who liked the young pilot and got on well with him,
pointed Jeff in the direction of sucking on these particular
fruited candies to try to take his mind off the fearful
craving he was attempting to overcome. It was a habit

that Jeremiah Tuttle used during those long hours of work
that he put in on the base, many of them spent in solitude
as most others found his country speech and unhurried
take on life to be too ‘hillbilly’ for their taste. Jeremiah
found the slow release of sweetness to be conducive to
his slow, measured approach to life and indeed, was
something to which Jeremiah later attributed his prolonged
good health and activity into his old age – even if it did
ruin his teeth.
It was not to fight the evils of the addiction to smoking for
which your final example of mankind became an
aficionado of Gummi Bears. No, in Ned Cook’s case it
was as a result of nothing more than boredom and sloth.
Too many hours spent waiting for his next scoop to
materialise and for his inner sense of a world-shattering
story to kick into action drove this man to his sad addiction
to this highly over rated candied treat.
I prefer jelly babies myself – the difference in texture
between the outer and inner layers is so much more
rewarding to the palate.
8. What was your most outrageous story idea and
did you end up writing it?
I’m not sure that outrageous is the word to use – I don’t
think I’ve had any that answer that description.
Overambitious would probably be the better word. I have
a hankering to have three life threatening situations all
going on at once, one out in space, one on earth miles
away from the island and the third on the island itself.
However, there would be an added complication just to
make life interesting – for some, as yet undetermined,
reason there would be no communication possible between
the three sites and no one would have any way of knowing
what was happening at the other sites or of summoning
outside help. Did I end up writing it? I wish.
9. Do you have any advice for new writers?
Yes, read – a lot. Fiction, fact, documentary, history,
science-fiction – it matters little so long as you stay away
from trash novels based either on sickly, and usually highly
inaccurate, romance and sex or on scripts written for TV
series which seem to have the same grasp on reality as a
not too imaginative six year old. Best of all read plenty of
the ‘classics’ of literature (my personal favourites are
Dickens, Wilkie Collins, Nevil Shute, Tolkien, CS Lewis)
and read as widely as you can. If nothing else you will get
an excellent grounding in spelling and punctuation since
such materials are checked, double checked and probably
triple checked before publication. The general knowledge
that wide reading produces is immense and you never
know when it will come in useful.
In addition – be humble and prepared to learn. There are
and have been geniuses in this world but they are few
and far between. Chances are, you are not a genius writer
who can run off a world famous novel/story at your first,
or even hundredth attempt. Find people whose talent in
writing you respect and to whom you are prepared to
listen and ask them for advice. When they give it, listen
to it and honestly ask yourself if what they say about your
writing could possibly be true. Then at least do them the
honour of trying it and seeing what happens. You’ll
probably be well surprised.
10. The Tracy Island Writers Forum when you
joined.... The Tracy Island Writers Forum now...
what’s changed?
Well, there are more members and a considerable number
of those are great writers with wells of knowledge that
cover an astounding diversity of subjects. A fair degree
of relationship has built up between the members over
the years even though we are spread around the world
and many have met together at various functions and
formed friendships. I think this is nowhere better shown
than in Pen’s Perambulations, as Pen Turner [known to
Thunderbirds fanfic writers as ‘quiller’ – Ed] travels
around the world staying with different members on each
continent. [You can catch up with Pen’s travels on her
blog at quillerpen.blogspot.com – Ed] Those that want
to have been able to get help and input with their writing
from others who willingly put time aside to help them and
I think this has a longer term effect of encouraging people
to write. The introduction of regular challenges has been
a great stimulant and is enjoyed by many
members, not only as contributors but as
readers. Overall I get the sense that group
has become more of a group, working
together, rather than a very loose
association of individuals gradually feeling
their way around in a strange area. I like it.

mr bondson
opens his

BRIEFCASE
Q&A WITH THUNDERBIRDS FANFIC AUTHOR CLAUDETTE

DECODED AND TRANSMITTED BY MCJ

All Mr Bondson’s featured authors – and more – can be found
in Thunderbird Two’s Hangar at the Tracy Island Chronicles:
http://www.tracyislandchronicles.com/tb2/tb2.html
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THUNDERBIRDSTHUNDERBIRDS
THE COMIC!THE COMIC!

by CAMERON STEWART

‘30 Minutes After Noon’ is one of the more plot-centric
stories of the series, featuring the themes of
espionage and secret agents. This episode is rather
a special one as it features the International Rescue
team performing two rescues in one episode. Rare
sight for a Thunderbirds storyline, one maybe they
should have considered for the movies.

It also makes several connections to the episode
‘Sun Probe’. The Laser Cutter had first appeared in
the background of the Pod when Brains and Virgil
were searching for the computer. Not to mention
Braman’s appearance playing all the robot guards at
the Nuclear Station! This was due to the fact that
whilst the production crew were going back to
episodes they’d already shot and turning them into
45 minutes on the orders of Lew Grade, they had
already started on episodes like ‘30 Minutes After
Noon.’ This left a number of already created props
lying about ready to use in other productions.

This was the second Thunderbirds graphic
adaptation for comic artist Malcolm Stokes, who was
previously commissioned to draw ‘Sun Probe.’ Unlike
his previous comic, which appears rather lacklustre,
this one comes across as rather exciting, bold and
has a dynamic range of colours. In many ways it’s
ironic that with the connection between ‘30 Minutes
After Noon’ and ‘Sun Probe,’ Stokes would be drawing
both the adaptations.

Oh dear, the Erdman gang leader has just said “All
we have to do is escape!” So let’s get on.

#6
30 minutes
after noon
30 minutes
after noon
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neXt time:
martian inVasion!

Artistry

One of the great things about this comic is probably
in the first two pages, as Malcolm Stokes uses an
effective purple to demonstrate the darkness and
danger of the night. It’s a striking look he’s gone for,
and with the situation of the story changing so does
the prime colour he uses to display the atmosphere
of the scene. When the Hudson building is ablaze,
he uses a stunning amount of red to pump the fiery
danger that Tom Prescott has succumbed to into an
inferno.

This style of colouring is similar to Frank Bellamy’s in
the TV21 comics, especially in the use of red to
indicate the danger of a situation. I’m starting to think
that Stokes, like many British artists of the 90s, is a
Bellamy fan! One frame in particular seems to back
up my theory – where he has drawn Virgil in the fire
suit, pointing into the distance. If you look at the part
seven of Bellamy’s TV21 comic strip ‘The Atlantic
Tunnel,’ there is a similar picture of a rescue worker
in exactly the same pose. [bottom right]

Bellamy’s influence can also be seen in some of the
fine colouring when Thunderbird 1 is escaping the
explosion of the bracelets going off. Stoke’s
Thunderbird 2 here is definitely an improvement from
in the ‘Sun Probe’ comic, where it looked like a cheap
Dinky plastic toy. Here in ‘30 Minutes After Noon’ it
actually looks like the green bird we all know and
love. [above right]

Stokes does very good drawings of objects moving
very fast – when the elevator falls to the ground,
Thunderbird 2 takes off or even someone moves their
hand quickly, he adds a lot of striking lines to the
artwork.  His technique is really effective at
demonstrating the speed at which an object is
travelling.  [top right]

I wouldn’t say he’s perfect with drawing the characters
accurately, although the characters in this
adaptation are drawn a lot more accurately than in
his previous work. My personal favourite here is the
Stranger who puts the bracelet on Prescott, who
looks just like the marionette, but also has that really
menacing image. [right]

Dialogue

Certainly Thunderbirds is a show with a lot of great
lines to it, and this comic adaptation retains a lot of
the best ones. One of the big problems when they
cut down these lines, is that we lose a lot of the
characterisation that went into them. However this
particular comic retains many of the great ones.

Sam Saltzman

Mr. Prescott just arrived. Looks like the cops are
after him…

Gladys Saltzman

I can’t hear ya, honey. It’s the television…

Among the big scenes that are heavily cut are the
Laser Cutter burning through the doors and Lady
Penelope’s dash to stop the helijet. It’s always
unfortunate that a lot of the paced out scenes get
cut down in the comics, however if they were kept in,
they would present a dramatic problem…there are
only so many panels in a comic in which you could
display the same action happening repeatedly. This
extensive, if admittedly necessary cutting also means
that Lady Penelope and Parker only appear for one
page in the entire comic, with Parker’s presence
represented by FAB 1.

One of the great things to see in this adaptation is
the scene involving the Erdman Gang, when the
boss is telling the three what they will be doing at
the power station. In the episode we basically get a

whole run down of what is to happen. Here we get
two panels to explain what they are going to do,
which helps the story not drag or repeat itself.

Detail

Stokes really stays true to original themes used in
the episode. The Erdman gang boss’s face is never
once seen; instead we see only his back. The same
goes for the briefing scene between Sullivan and his
boss, where their faces are concealed. It gives off that
James Bond feel, back in the days when we didn’t
know what Blofeld looked like.

Down to the smaller pieces of detail, Stokes really
has captured a lot of the original look of the episode.
From the explosive bracelet to the Dicetylene Cage
and the Nuclear Plutonium Store, they all look just
as the episode portrayed them.

What’s interesting is that the spelling of the Erdman
Gang has changed to Erbman. For what reason it’s
been changed I don’t know, it could simply be a
change from Alan Fennell, or a mistake.

A small but interesting thing is that inside the British
Secret Service room, a computer has been added:
the screen has green text on a black background,
which was all that was available on the early models.

Conclusion

A welcome change from Stokes’ ‘Sun Probe’ comic,
where his colours were rather bland and basic. ‘30
Minutes After Noon’ is a comic adaptation that really
shows off the different situations that the characters
face. Stokes effectively captures the darkness and
danger by using a dark purple when Prescott meets
the Stranger, purple, a scourging red for the fiery
inferno surrounding the elevator, and a cold blue for
what the Erdmann gang try to do to the Nuclear
Power Station. I give the comic 7/10.
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We all know that there is confusion over the Tracy boys’
birth order, and that debate among fans can get quite
heated on this subject.

But it was only when I was going through all the sources
to put the material together for the Date Debate (this
can be found at www.tracyislandchronicles.com,
located in Brains’ Lab, or for those who want a direct
link, go to http://tinyurl.com/5rk9fl5/) that I realised
just how many different variations there are. So far I’ve
counted six. Yes, six.

Scott is listed as oldest in most sources, but if you wanted
John as oldest you could cite the order of the portraits
on the wall of the Tracy villa lounge in the series, or the
Thunderbirds Are Go Exhibitors’ Campaign Book,
produced in 1966 as publicity for the film. This was the
first source to give the boys’ birthdates (day and month
only, don’t get too excited!) as well as ages. Here John’s
age is given as 35, and Scott’s as 30. This could have
been a misprint, but as the boys are listed in craft order
we can’t tell. However, some proponents of the 2026
dating system have been known to argue that the films
Thunderbirds are Go (1966) and Thunderbird 6 (1968)
were both set in the 2060s ‘to tie in with the comics’; so
it could also be argued that if there’s a different date,
why not a different birth order as well? It’s yet another
possible variation, anyway.

Those who want Virgil as second brother can cite the
order first shown in the 1966 Thunderbirds Annual,
which lists them in the order Scott/Virgil/John/Gordon/
Alan. However, this source gives John and Gordon the
same age – another misprint? Could they be less than a
year apart in age - or could they even be twins? Now
there’s an interesting plot bunny!

If you want John to be second oldest you can cite the
order in which the boys appeared on the screen at the
start of each episode, echoed in Bentley’s “Complete
Book of Thunderbirds.”

For middle brother there are two further variations as
well as either John or Virgil. First we have Gordon in

BIRTH ORDER:
Pen TurnerPen TurnerPen TurnerPen TurnerPen Turner

variations on a theme...

Q1: Who is the real brain behind Thunderbirds?
a) Reg Hill
b) Hiram K. Hackenbacker
c) Sir Lew Grade
d) Gerry Anderson

Q2:Which global disaster inspired the ‘Thunderbirds’
series?
a)  The sinking of the Titanic
b) A German mining disaster
c)  The Hindenburg
d) A train derailment in England

Q3: What was the original name of the series during
the creation phase?
a) The Amazing Tracys
b) It was always called Thunderbirds
c) International Rescue
d) Trapped

Q4: Who designed and built the Thunderbird craft?
a) Reg Hill
b) Derek Meddings
c) Gerry Anderson
d) Brains

Q5: Thunderbird 5 proved to be the hardest of all the
rescue craft to create. What inspired its eventual
design?
a) The Sidewinder
b) Lady Penelope’s Compact
c) The Round House
d) The FireFlash’s engines

Q6: Even today, the music score for Thunderbirds is
instantly recognizable. Who composed it?
a) Barry Gray
b) Barry Manilow
c) Macy Gray
d) Peter Dyneley

Q7: Who was the voice of Scott Tracy?
a) Matt Zimmerman
b) Ray Barrett
c) David Graham
d) Shane Rimmer

the second John Theydon novel “Calling
Thunderbirds,” published in 1966. On page five
it reads: ‘Scott…went into the hangar…Virgil
and Gordon, the oldest of his four brothers…’
Then in 1971, a Thunderbirds Holiday Special
gives yet another variation by making Alan
middle brother, John number four and Gordon
youngest!

So if the official sources (and five of those listed
above came out in the same year) can’t agree
among themselves, what chance have we poor
fans got?

The situation seems to have arisen because apart
from making Scott the eldest and Alan the
youngest (which are both made apparent in the
series in the episodes Atlantic Inferno and Perils
of Penelope) we have no evidence at the
moment that the Andersons ever actually set a birth
order for all the boys. Gerry said (when questioned by our
own Purupuss) that apart from making Scott the eldest
and Alan the youngest, ‘…we didn’t, to my recollection,
make any specific reference to the birth order during
the production of the series.  Any additional
information from comics, novels, etc., is pure
conjecture on the part of the respective author. ‘

This seems to have been borne out in the TV21 comics
while the series was still in production. I find it interesting
that the comic, which was produced by Gerry’s company,
gave profiles of Scott, John and Alan complete with their
ages, but never printed profiles for Virgil or Gordon,
skipping over them to do profiles of Jeff and Lady Penelope
instead.  Could this have been because they didn’t really
know where to put the other boys? Also, at one point in
1966 TV21 ran a competition for readers to list the boys
in age order (before the first Thunderbirds Annual had
appeared in the shops) but the neither the results nor the
winners of that competition were ever printed. Once again,
could this have been because they realized they had no
way of judging which entries were correct? We’ll probably
never know.

BEHIND THUNDERBIRDS - WHO’S PULLING THE STRINGS?
Think you know who made Thunderbirds fly?  Take this quiz and test your knowledge!

TIWF member and Thunderbirds fanfic writer FABreader
created this quiz in 2007 for an online trivia site where the
majority of players were not au fait with the intricacies of the
magnificent boys in blue and their flying machines. (I know,
we don’t get it either, but it takes all kinds!) But if you’re a true
Thunderbirds fan, you should know the answers without
having to look them up…right…? Let’s see…

Q8: David Holliday provided the voice of Virgil Tracy
for the first series. Who replaced him for the last
episodes and two movies?
a) Jeremy Irons
b) Jeremy Wilkin
c) Jason Irons
d) Jason Wilkin

Q9: Due to budget constraints, individual actors
could not voice each character. Therefore, most of
the actors were required to be able to do both British
and American accents. Australian actor Ray Barrett
was the voice behind which two principal characters?
a) John Tracy and the Hood
b) Brains and Parker
c) Jeff Tracy and Gordon Tracy
d) Scott Tracy and Kyrano

Q10: True or False?
Sylvia Anderson was the voice behind Lady
Penelope and Grandma Tracy.

Need to cheat? You’ll find the answers on the next
page of the Newsflash!

Ned’s Note: This quiz has been reprinted with the permission of
FABreader (aka leith90) and Terry (head honcho of the Fun Trivia
site). It has been edited and added to by the Newsflash editorial staff.

And all this is without even going into details like ages
or birthdates. Both Scott and John have two “official”
birthdays, and Scott and Alan each have three different
ages for the year IR started (again all from sources
published in 1966).

Webmistress Sam suggested to me recently that we
should have a link on the Tracy Island Chronicles from
TB2’s hangar to the Canon Foundry that said ‘Confused
about birth order? Click here’. I replied that it should
say ‘Confused about birth order? Click here and you
will be!’

But this of course is one of the main purposes of the
Canon Foundry. Where there is so much confusion in
official sources, we don’t want to say ‘this is the right
version, all these are wrong’. Partly because we don’t
really know! What we aim to do is list all the sources,
then leave it to you as a reader to judge what might be a
misprint or which source you feel is the more reliable.

So now you can be as confused as I am – but why
should I keep it all to myself?
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The Tracy Island Chronicles does not accept submissions directly.
Original Series-based (non-Frakes-movie-verse Thunderbirds) fan
fiction is invited to TIC by our committee, but we depend on YOU
to recommend really good Thunderbirds fan fiction. So if you find
a story that you think is "the best of the best," drop Mobile Control
[ticmobilecontrol1@gmail.com] a line and let us know!

HOW TO RECOMMEND STORIES FOR TIC

TIWF's credo is:
We exist for the sole purpose of discussing creative writing. The point
is to better ourselves as writers through advice, constructive criticism
and conversations regarding writing well. A lot of the discussions may
revolve around Gerry Anderson's Thunderbirds, but we by no means
wish to limit ourselves to the writing of fan fiction in any genre. If you
care about your writing, this is the place to be!
So if you like to read TB fanfic, write TB fanfic, beta TB fanfic, like
to write, want to write or are just interested in joining a fantastic
group of people, go to the Tracy Island Writers Forum
[http:groups.yahoo.com/groupTracy_Island_WF/] and join today!
Remember, we also do special update announcements as special
notices on TIWF, so sign up to make sure you know what's going on!

HOW TO JOIN THE TRACY ISLAND WRITERS FORUM

You are receiving this newsletter because you subscribed through
The Tracy Island Chronicles. Your e-mail address is not shared
with anyone else, nor is it sold, rented or otherwise given away. It
is used for the sole purpose of sending you this newsletter. If you
no longer wish to receive this newsletter, please send a request to
Mobile Control [ticmobilecontrol1@gmail.com] and ask to be removed.

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE FROM THIS NEWSLETTER

The NTBS NEWSFLASH!, The Tracy Island Chronicles, The Tracy
Island Archives and Tracy Island Writers Forum were created
and are maintained for archiving and preservation purposes only.
No copyright infringement is intended. No financial gain is being
made from any of these endeavors. All original content is copyright
The Tracy Island Chronicles.

D I S C L A I M E R S

So, you read this newsletter and think, "Hey, I have something I'd
like to write for that!" Well, here's your chance to become a
contributor.
What do you have in mind? Send it in either MS Word document
format or plain text format as an attachment to
ticmobilecontrol1@gmail.com and our contributing editors will
let you know what they think.
We do ask that before you submit anything, you please ensure
grammar and spelling have been checked. Ned gets annoyed if he
can't understand what he's reading! [Oh, and Ned reserves the
right to edit any submissions he receives. It’s just how he is.]

WANT TO GIVE NED COOK A HAND?

You may be wondering... why did we create this newsletter, The
Tracy Island Chronicles and its brother sites The Tracy Island
Archives and Tracy Island Writers Forum?

What was the point?

The point was, first and foremost, to preserve the beloved 60s
television show Thunderbirds that we all know and love. We showcase
the best of the best fanfic on TIC, we have lots of pictures, we have
sound bytes, we have information on the voice actors behind the
marionettes and we have fan-created vids. Not only that, you'll find
useful links, games and trivia...and eventually we will also have
information in Brains' Lab that outlines all gathered evidence for the
two different timelines you might be aware of (2026 vs. 2065).

TIA also archives excellent TB fan fiction, and the TIWF Yahoo!
group exists for us to have a place to talk about writing and
Thunderbirds... but not just that. It's to become part of a
community of caring people, a quasi-family, if you will, where we
can come together from all different parts of the world under
the umbrella of a show that has endured for 40 years.

This newsletter exists to make sure all of you know everything that's
new in our family of sites. We hope you find it informative and fun and
that you look forward to receiving it every two months! (At least... we
try to get it out every two months -- you know how 'real life' is!!!)

So that's why we do this. We love fan fiction. We love writing. We
love Thunderbirds (some of us are a little hung up on certain Tracys!)
and we care about those of you who also share these loves.

Thank you for your support throughout these last few years and
stick around... because in the grammatically incorrect words of
many who have gone before, "You ain't seen nothin' yet!!!"

TRACY ISLAND CHRONICLES

www.tracyislandchronicles.com

Answer to this month’s EPI-SCOPE questions: This champagne-lover is Parker in
Danger at Ocean Deep, and the apres-skier is Tin-TIn in The Cham-Cham.

Can you guess which Thunderbirds character
and episode this horoscope relates to? You’ll find
the answer somewhere in the NEWSFLASH!

Work is the curse of the drinking
classes, May Geminis, and a

bottle of champagne can drive
you to drinking - but doing so when you're waiting
to drive your employer home isn't a good idea. It
will make you talk funny and you will become
sleepy, and your employer will demand an
explanation.

GEMINIc
June Geminis should not wear
tinted goggles while skiing. It

wouldn't be the first time a skier
wearing these took a mogulled Black route instead
of an easier Blue one. And when you're trying to sneak
up to someone's home, you don't want to run the risk
of breaking a leg or ending face down in the snow.

GEMINIc

EEEEEPPPPP I-SI-SI-SI-SI-SCOCOCOCOCOPPPPPEEEEE
MADAM GILLYLEE’S

WHO’S PULLING THE STRINGS?
Answers to FABreader’s Thunderbirds Quiz on page 12...

Answer to Question 1:
d) Television producer Gerry Anderson has a long
list of television and film productions spanning some
forty years to his credit.  Thunderbirds was produced
from 1964-1966 and preceded Captain Scarlet. Later
came UFO and Space: 1999.
Lew Grade was the managing director of Associated
TeleVision at the time, and was responsible for
providing the funding to get Thunderbirds made and
on the air.
Reg Hill was the designer of the featured craft of
earlier Gerry Anderson productions and was
assistant producer on Thunderbirds.
Hiram K. Hackenbacker is a name known to all
Thunderbirds fans as one of the many aliases of Brains,
the engineering genius who is credited in the series
with designing and building the rescue craft.
Answer to Question 2:
b)  A German Mining Disaster. 129 men were
working in the Lengede iron ore mine near Brunswick
in Lower Saxony, West Germany in October 1963
when a dam holding water that was used in the
processing of iron ore collapsed and the mine was
flooded. Over the next two weeks several rescue
crews struggled to find and save the trapped men
and the events made world headlines. In the end, 29
miners lost their lives due to the fact that what little
specialized rescue equipment was available was not
quickly accessible. Gerry Anderson followed the story
on the news and it inspired him to create
Thunderbirds.
Answer to Question 3:
c) International Rescue. Gerry changed the name
of the series when he called the craft the
Thunderbirds and realized it sounded punchier as a
title than his original choice, International Rescue.
Answer to Question 4:
b) Derek Meddings. Reg Hill was the designer on
previous Gerry Anderson productions. But the new
series was much more ambitious and Hill needed to
concentrate solely on production. The job of

designing the equipment and the famous IR
Thunderbirds then fell to special effects director Derek
Meddings.
Answer to Question 5:
c) The Round House guards the Thunderbird 3 launch
bay and while it was being detailed in the workshop,
Derek Meddings realized it was perfect for
Thunderbird 5. He took the design, added aerials and
transmitters and TB5 was created.
Answer to Question 6:
a) Barry Gray provided all the music for the Anderson
series up to and including Space: 1999 season one.
He also composed a song with lyrics that was
originally intended for use in the closing titles of
Thunderbirds, but was scrapped in favour of the
‘Thunderbirds March.’ The song, ‘Flying High,’ was
modified and later used in the episode ‘Ricochet’.
Actor Peter Dyneley provided the voice for Jeff Tracy.
Answer to Question 7:
d) Shane Rimmer was doing variety as a solo singer
at the City Varieties in Leeds when he was asked to
audition for a television puppet series. He has been
seen in many films such as Dr Strangelove, Batman
Begins, Out of Africa and The Spy Who Loved Me. He
also voiced the title role of Dick Spanner for the 1986
Gerry Anderson series Dick Spanner, P.I.
Answer to Question 8:
b) Jeremy Wilkin. David Holliday left to work on
Broadway at the completion of the first 26 episodes.
He never left America again.
Answer to Question 9:
a) John Tracy and the Hood. Ray Barrett also voiced
many of the guest characters and quite often had
two or three of his characters talking together in the
same scene. That’s one way of having a conversation
with yourself! He also did the voice of the Duchess of
Royston in ‘The Duchess Assignment.’
Answer to Question 10:
False.  Of the regular characters, Sylvia only voiced
Lady Penelope. Actress Christine Finn voiced both
Grandma Tracy and Tin-Tin.

Just outside Anderbad...
the roaming cone

NTBS NEWSFLASH!
SUBSCRIBE!
for your FREE subscription, email:
ticmobilecontrol1@gmail.com

For more Thunderbirds facts, be sure to visit BRAINS’ LAB at the
Tracy Island Chronicles, http://www.tracyislandchronicles.com/

Sir Jeremy wonders forlornly whether
offering Penelope a lick of his ice-cream

might help her to notice him…


